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Abstract
Background: Previous studies have found that patients with lung cancer report worse patient experience
compared to other tumour groups. Reasons that may negatively impact patient experience include delays
in diagnosis as well as inadequate symptom management. The purpose of this study was to compare
the diagnostic timelines and symptom reports of patients with lung and gastrointestinal (GI) cancers.

Methods: This study included patients diagnosed with lung or GI cancers who attended a radiation
oncology (RO) consultation and/or received radiation treatment between May and August 2019. Data
collected included demographics, dates of diagnostic time points and self-reported symptom scores
across 3 time points. A descriptive analysis was completed and the median number of days between time
points were compared between tumour groups.

Results: Patients with lung cancer experienced a greater diagnostic delay compared to GI patients,
speci�cally regarding the median number of days between the �rst investigative test and biopsy, with a
difference of 21 days between tumour groups (p<0.05). From RO consultation to the �rst treatment review
appointment, 25% and 4% of lung and GI patients, respectively, reported worsening of symptoms. A
greater proportion of lung patients reported worse symptoms scores during treatment compared to GI
patients. This varied by speci�c symptom.

Conclusions: Delays in receiving a diagnosis and worse symptom experience during radiation treatment
were demonstrated in this study and may indicate potential targets to improve patient experience. 

Introduction
Understanding patient experience is necessary to provide high-quality, person-centered care and improve
service delivery [1–3]. Patient experience is de�ned as “the sum of all interactions, shaped by an
organization’s culture that in�uences patient perceptions across the continuum of care” [4]. A seamless
patient experience is integral to providing person-centered care, where the patient is an active partner in
their cancer care [5, 6]. Many programs aim to improve patient experience through quality improvement
initiatives that identify gaps with validated measures and then apply strategies for bridging the gaps.

The Person-centered Radiation Oncology Service Enhancement (PROSE) is a programmatic multi-year
radiation oncology department-wide initiative aiming to improve patient experience and the care patients
receive at a comprehensive tertiary cancer centre. A baseline study completed by PROSE collected patient
experience data within the radiation department [7]. Results of this study highlighted both system-level
and tumour-group speci�c de�ciencies that could be targeted for quality improvement (QI). One key
�nding was that patients with lung cancer consistently reported the least positive experience across their
radiation therapy encounters compared to patients from other tumour groups, despite all oncology
patients being exposed to the same clinical environment. The lung group reported the least positive
experiences in all person-centered domains, including: access to care; information, communication &
education; patient preferences; physical comfort; emotional support; family & friends; coordination of
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care; and, continuity & transitions. Patients of certain tumour groups, including breast, prostate, and
gastrointestinal (GI), reported the most favorable overall patient experiences across their radiation
therapy encounters.

Various factors have been reported to in�uence the experience of patients with lung cancer. During time
of diagnosis, factors associated with negative experiences include: an unexpected diagnosis (e.g.
patients presenting only with a cough or are non-smokers) [8, 9], poor communication of the diagnosis
from the oncologist, [8, 10] as well as the timeliness of diagnosis and receiving results [9]. Factors
in�uencing patient experience during cancer therapies include feeling uninvolved in treatment decisions
[10], lack of information regarding treatment options [8, 11, 12] and inadequate management of side
effects [8]. Patients also describe challenges in accessing supportive resources, including emotional
support, indicating unmet supportive care needs for this population [8, 13].

Although certain factors of poor patient experience are identi�ed in the literature, it is unclear why
patients with lung cancer report less favorable patient experiences compared to other tumour groups
within the same publicly funded system and department. The purpose of this study was to review and
compare lung and GI patients’ pretreatment diagnostic timelines and pre-and on-treatment symptom
burden in order to understand if differences exist between tumour groups that might negatively affect
experience. We hypothesized a greater diagnostic delay for lung patients compared to GI patients. We
also anticipated a greater proportion of lung patients reporting higher symptom scores compared to GI
patients.

Methods

Study population and design
This was a retrospective study of consecutive lung and GI patients who had an initial radiation oncology
consultation and/or at least one radiation treatment appointment at the Tom Baker Cancer Centre
between May and August of 2019. This time frame was chosen to match the data collection time period
of the PROSE baseline experience study, which identi�ed poor lung cancer patient experience. The aim
was to re�ect the patient cohort of that study as closely as possible. Eligible patients include those with
con�rmation of lung or GI origin malignancy at any stage, and treatment intent. A total of 200 adult
patients were included in this study, 100 lung and 100 GI patients. GI was chosen as a comparison group
to lung based on more positive experiences reported by GI patients in our previous patient experience
study [7]. Patients diagnosed with GI cancers have similarities with lung cancer within our cancer care
system, including baseline diagnostic testing requirements (need for endoscopic biopsies or advanced
imaging techniques including PET Scan), prognosis, treatment techniques (e.g. use of concurrent
chemoradiation in locally and regionally advanced disease), interdisciplinary approach, as well as
occurrence in both sexes. Patients were excluded if they were scheduled but did not start their radiation
course. This study was approved by institutional review board as part of PROSE program (protocol
identifying number: HREBA.CC-18-0588).
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Data collection
Relevant variables and clinical time points were discussed and agreed upon by the study team, who
consisted of oncology specialists and health services researchers. An abstraction form was created to
collect relevant data.

Patient data were accessed from the electronic medical records (EMR). Variables included the patient’s
demographics (age and sex), tumor characteristics (stage, new primary vs recurrence), work-up
characteristics (test types, date of �rst and last diagnostic test, referral and consultation appointment
dates), and treatment characteristics (intent and radiotherapy dose/fractionation and delivery dates).

The dates of important time points included: date of biopsy, �rst diagnostic test, last staging
investigation, referral sending and receiving dates by the cancer centre, �rst consultation and �rst
radiation oncology consultation and the �rst and last radiation treatment. Treatment intent was coded
according to the EMR data recorded by a treating radiation oncologist and veri�ed by the study team
radiation oncologist according to a speci�c treatment regimen.

Patients’ self-reported symptoms from the revised Edmonton Symptom Assessment Scale (ESAS-r) [14]
were retrieved. The ESAS-r is a patient-reported outcome measure (PROM) routinely collected in the
radiation department at initial consultation, and at �rst and last treatment review appointments. The
ESAS-r includes nine of the most common cancer symptoms, with 0 indicating patients do not experience
the symptom to 10 indicating the symptom is at its worst [15, 16]. We abstracted ESAS-r data that
patients had completed at their consultation, �rst and last treatment reviews, as part of their routine care.

Data abstractors (DY) collected data from the EMR. A reviewer with clinical expertise in both tumor
groups (PG) abstracted a sample of the data to ensure accuracy. Discrepancies in data were discussed
until an agreement was reached.

Analysis
We completed a descriptive analysis and calculated the number of days between several time points
within our data set, which were compared between lung and GI tumour groups. The time intervals
analyzed included: �rst investigation to biopsy; biopsy to referral received; referral received to RO
consultation; �rst investigation to RO consultation; and RO consultation to treatment start date. The
median number of days between time points were calculated and compared using the Mann Whitney U
test. A regression model was also performed on the number of days between the �rst investigative test
and RO consultation by tumour group and cancer phase. All statistical tests were performed with a
signi�cance level of 5%.

For ESAS-r symptom data, an algorithm was used to calculate symptom complexity scores for each
patient at each time point [17]. This approach to grouping patients by symptom severity has been used
operationally in our organization to gauge symptom burden in patient populations and clinics. The
algorithm provides a complexity score of high, medium or low based on ESAS-r responses. High scores
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are assigned if a patient reports a score of 10 on any symptom; scores either pain or 3–5 symptoms
between 7 and 9; or reports 6 or more symptoms between 4 and 6. A Medium symptom complexity score
indicates a patient reported 1–2 symptoms with a score between 7 and 9 or reported 3–5 symptoms with
a score between 4 and 6. Patients that do not trigger a High or Medium score are assigned Low symptom
complexity score. Changes in symptom complexity scores were compared at two different time frames:
consultation to �rst treatment review, and �rst treatment review to last treatment review. A patient was
assigned ‘improvement’ if their symptom score improved at the second time point (i.e. high to medium or
low; medium to low). A patient was assigned ‘worsening’ if their symptom score became more severe (i.e.
low to medium or high, medium to high). ‘No change’ was assigned to patients who had no change in
complexity score between time points. Missing data, where the patient did not complete ESAS-r
questions, was documented as not completed. Changes in symptom scores were only analyzed for
patients that completed ESAS-r questions at both time points being compared.

The proportions of patients who reported medium-high individual symptom scores on each of the 9
ESAS-r symptoms were also calculated and compared across all appointments and for each tumour
group. Scores ≥ 4 were considered medium-high scores and included in the numerator [17].

Results
Within our study population, patients with lung cancer were older than patients with GI cancer. More
patients with lung cancer were diagnosed with recurrence as opposed to a new diagnosis, with 17% more
GI patients receiving a new diagnosis (Table 1). Most lung (43%) and GI (35%) patients were diagnosed
with stage 4 cancer. GI patients with liver cancer were staged according to the Barcelona Clinic Liver
Cancer staging system, however due to small numbers of diagnoses, we reported these as combined [18].
There was no difference in intent of treatment between the two groups, with over half of lung (51%) and
GI (54%) patients treated with curative intent.
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Table I. Study Population Cancer Characteristics  

Cancer Characteristics Lung

(n = 100)

GI

(n = 100)

P-value across tumour
group

Age (years), mean (SD) 70.3
(9.37)

66.2
(11.58)

0.006*

Sex      

Male 45 67 0.003*

Female 55 33  

Phase of Cancer      

New diagnosis 47 64 0.023*

Progression/new
metastases/recurrence

53 36

Cancer Stage      

1 12 4 < 0.001*

2 9 21

3 15 35

4 43 29

Limited - Small cell lung 6 n/a

Extensive - Small cell lung 5 n/a

Liver n/a 4

Not stated 10 7

Treatment Intent      

Curative 51 54 0.306

Palliative 46 46

Prophylactic 3 0

*Statistically signi�cant difference between lung and GI tumour groups

Diagnostic time points
Between the time of the �rst investigation and the biopsy, patients with GI and lung cancer had a median
of 0 days and 21 days, respectively (p < 0.001). The median number of days from biopsy to a referral sent
to the cancer centre was double for GI (14 days) compared to lung (7 days) (p 0.002), with 18.3% more
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lung patients referred within 2 weeks compared to GI. The median number of days between the referral
received by the cancer center and the RO consultation was approximately 2 weeks for both GI and lung
groups. The time interval between the �rst investigation to the cancer centre referral showed a difference
of 13 median days between tumour groups, signi�cantly longer for lung patients (p 0.011) with
approximately 25% of lung patients waiting > 56 days between their �rst investigation and referral
(Fig. 1).

Between the �rst investigation and the RO consultation, the median number of days was higher for
patients with GI cancer (40 days) compared to lung (33 days, p < 0.001). However, when the data was
further divided by cancer phase for each tumour group (new diagnosis vs.
recurrence/progression/metastases), patients with an initial lung diagnosis encountered the longest
period of time between �rst investigation and RO consultation, with a median of 66 days compared to 41
days for GI. Patients with recurrence/progression/metastases of their lung cancer encountered a median
of 19 days compared to 36 days for GI. A linear regression model of the number of days between �rst
investigation and RO consultation by tumour group and cancer phase was signi�cant (F = 18.62, p < 
0.001, adjusted R2 0.2095), with both the variables (tumour group and cancer phase) being statistically
signi�cant (p < 0.001).

Between the time from the initial RO consultation to treatment start, 56% of lung and 44% of GI patients
started treatment within 2 weeks (Fig. 1). The median number of days were not statistically signi�cant
across tumour groups.

Symptom Complexity Scores
At initial RO consultations, symptom complexity scores were not statistically signi�cant between tumour
groups based on 95% con�dence intervals (Table 2). However, a slightly higher proportion of patients with
GI cancer reported high symptom complexity scores (34.7%) compared to lung (29.5%) at RO
consultations. There were 15.5% more lung patients reporting medium symptom scores compared to the
GI group, and 10.3% more GI patients reporting low scores during consultations. At �rst treatment reviews,
a higher proportion of patients with lung cancer reported high symptom complexity scores (41.5%)
compared to GI (24.1%), a difference of 17.4%, and 21.5% more GI patients reported low scores compared
to lung. For last treatment reviews, 15.1% and 19.7% more lung patients reported high and medium
symptom complexity scores, respectively, compared to GI, however, differences were not statistically
signi�cant.
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Table II. Proportion of symptom complexity scores at each time point

  Symptom Complexity Scores (%)

Time Point Tumour
Group

Low [95% CI] Medium [95% CI] High [95% CI]

RO consultation Lung (n = 61) 32.8 [21.31,
46.00]

37.7 [25.61,
51.04]

29.5 [18.52,
42.57]

GI (n = 72) 43.1 [31.43,
55.27]

22.2 [13.27,
33.56]

34.7 [23.88,
46.86]

First treatment
review

Lung (n = 41) 34.1 [20.08,
50.59]

24.4 [12.36,
40.30]

41.5 [26.32,
57.89]

GI (n = 54) 55.6 [41.40,
69.08]

20.4 [10.63,
33.53]

24.1 [13.49,
37.64]

Last treatment
review

Lung (n = 22) 31.8 [13.86,
54.87]

36.4 [17.20,
59.34]

31.8 [13.87,
54.87]

GI (n = 24) 66.7 [44.68,
84.37]

16.7 [4.74, 37.38] 16.7 [4.74, 37.38]

Changes in symptom complexity scores are documented in Table 3. From RO consultations to the �rst
treatment reviews, 35.4% of patients with GI cancer reported an improvement in symptoms compared to
19.4% of lung patients. The greatest difference between tumour groups was regarding worsening
symptoms, as 25% of lung patients reported a worsening of symptoms compared to only 4.2% of GI, a
difference of 20.8%. No change in symptoms was reported for 55.5 % of lung and 60.4% of GI patients.
From the �rst to last treatment review appointment, a larger proportion of lung (68.4%) and GI (63.6%)
patients reported no change in symptoms.

Table III. Changes in symptom complexity scores by time frames

Time Frames Tumour
Group

Improvement of
symptoms (%)

[95% CI]

Worsening of
symptoms (%) [95%
CI]

No change of
symptoms (%) [95%
CI]

RO consult to �rst
treatment review

Lung
(n = 36)

19.4 [8.19, 36.02] 25.0 [12.12, 42.40] 55.5 [38.10, 72.06]

GI (n = 
48)

35.4 [22.16,
50.54]

4.2 [0.51, 14.25] 60.4 [45.27, 74.23]

First to last
treatment review

Lung
(n = 19)

15.8 [3.38, 39.58] 15.8 [3.38, 39.58] 68.4 [43.45, 87.42]

GI (n = 
22)

18.2 [5.19, 40.28] 18.2 [5.19, 40.28] 63.6 [40.66, 82.80]
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The proportion of patients who report medium-high scores for individual ESAS symptoms at each
appointment are shown in Fig. 2. Relatively stable trends were seen in symptoms including drowsiness
and depression, with consistently higher proportions of lung patients reporting medium-high depression
scores compared to GI. Both patients with lung and GI cancers reported tiredness as the most common
symptom experienced, and worsening overtime. For patients with GI cancers, worsening symptoms also
included lack of appetite, nausea and shortness of breath (speci�cally at last review). Worsening of well-
being was evident in patients with lung cancers across all appointments. In contrast, pain typically
peaked at the �rst treatment review and improved by the last treatment for patients of both tumour
groups, although higher proportions of GI patients reported medium-high scores at all times compared to
lung. Anxiety trends improved overtime as well, however higher proportions of lung patients consistently
reported moderate-high anxiety scores overtime.

Discussion
This study quanti�es the time between important diagnostic time points for patients with lung and GI
cancers treated with radiation therapy as well as compares symptom scores between the two tumour
groups over the course of their radiation consultations and therapy encounters. We found that patients
with lung cancer experienced longer wait times before having a biopsy and receiving a diagnosis
compared to patients with GI cancer. This longer time frame is consistent with prior reports and may in
part be due to many symptoms of lung cancer present similar to non-malignant conditions such as chest
infection[8, 9]. The differences can also be partly explained by the nature of investigative testing for GI
patients, such as endoscopies, where the �rst investigative test and biopsy are completed at the same
time point. Our results support our hypothesis that patients with lung cancer would experience a greater
delay in their diagnosis compared to GI patients, speci�cally to receive a con�rmed diagnosis.

The median number of days from the �rst investigation to the initial RO consult was shorter for patients
with lung cancer compared to GI by one week. To better understand these differences, we divided both
tumour groups into two sub- groups: those presenting with a new diagnosis and those with
recurrent/metastatic/progression of cancer. The results revealed that newly diagnosed patients with lung
cancer had the longest time frame between their �rst investigation and RO consultation compared to
other sub-groups. There was a difference of 25 median days between newly diagnosed patients with lung
and GI cancers. This further supports the �nding that individuals who are newly diagnosed with lung
cancer may face a diagnostic delay in con�rming their diagnosis.

Once patients with lung cancer were in the cancer system, the time interval between their referral and
initial consultation with a radiation oncologist was generally the same as the GI group, two weeks on
average. National groups are working to determine wait time benchmarks for medical services, including
radiation therapy. The Wait Times Alliance of Canada currently recommends a (non-tumour speci�c)
maximum of 10 working days between referral and appointment with the radiation oncologist [18]. It is
also recommended 10 working days between radiation consultation and �rst radiation treatment
sessions [19]. Our results indicate just over half of lung (51.6%) and GI (53.3%) patients meet the
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benchmark timeline between their referral and RO consultation. A higher proportion of patients with lung
cancer (56%) meet the recommended benchmark for time between RO consultation and radiation
treatment start, compared to GI (44%), and thus the differences in experiences between the two tumour
groups are unlikely explained by this timeline.

Our results indicate a greater proportion of patients with lung cancer reported high symptom scores
during treatment compared to GI. These results support the second part of our hypothesis that a higher
proportion of patients with lung cancer would report more severe symptom scores. Approximately 17%
and 15% more lung patients reported high symptom scores at their �rst and last treatment review
appointments, respectively, compared to GI. Further, our results are novel as we observed three different
time points to compare symptom scores. We found between the consultation and �rst treatment review,
25% of lung patients experienced worsening symptoms compared to only 4% of GI. In our cohort, patients
with GI cancer more commonly reported moderate-severe scores on symptoms including pain, nausea
and lack of appetite. For these types of symptoms, many GI patients will receive referrals to dieticians
and receive medications to assist in early symptom management at their consultation. Although we see
some increases in moderate-high scoring of certain symptoms from consultations to �rst treatment
review, patients with GI cancer reported trends in improved well-being between these time points as well.

Our results indicate a need for improved support to patients with lung cancer, which may help improve
their radiation treatment experience. Our study found a higher proportion of patients with lung cancer
reported moderate-high symptom scores for depression, anxiety and overall well-being at each time point,
as well as shortness of breath (except for last treatment review). The proportion of patients with lung
cancer reporting moderate-high well-being scores (moderate-high scores re�ecting worse well-being)
consistently increased over time. Anxiety, depression and overall wellbeing can be complex symptoms to
intervene on, and guidelines exist for managing symptoms of anxiety and depression in cancer patients
[20, 21]. However, many patients are known to decline psychological or social support even when offered,
adding another level of complexity to symptom management [22–24]. As well, preventing or managing
dyspnea can be challenging, especially in older patients with additional comorbidities such as COPD or
heart disease. In our study, patients with lung cancer were older in age compared to GI. Although we did
not have comorbidity index data of our study population, the literature supports that lung patients
typically have multiple comorbidities with worse health status [25, 26]. Although there may be challenges
with symptom interventions, patients with lung cancer may bene�t from increased support which may
help improve their experience.

Few studies have compared the experience of patients with lung cancer and patient experience with other
tumour sites. Ayanian et al. compared overall ratings of the quality of cancer care for patients with lung
and colorectal cancer [26]. Excellent ratings were reported in 44% of lung and 53% of patients with
colorectal cancer. Similar to our study population, stage IV cancer was more common in lung (41%) than
patients with colorectal cancer (19%) [26]. Worse ratings for quality of care were reported for those with
worse health status. Halpern et al. noted patients with lung cancer reported lower general health status
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and less favorable patient experience scores compared to patients with breast and colorectal cancer [25],
although speci�c reasons for differences in experience were not investigated in either study.

This study has several limitations. This study only compared lung to one other tumour group. Including
different or additional comparison groups may have highlighted other important factors. Additionally,
because this was real-world data and not part of a clinical trial, we acknowledge the extent of missing
data regarding symptom complexity scores, especially comparing treatment time points including last
review. Non-response during this time may re�ect sicker patients who are not captured and we may be
underestimating the symptom burden towards the end of treatment. Another limitation is that this study
was conducted retrospectively for the same time period as our previous patient experience study within
the radiation department, which collected experience data from patients anonymously, and we do not
have experience measures for these same patients. Therefore, we were unable to construct models using
experience measures as outcomes, limiting our ability to draw a de�nite connection between these
observations and our experience observations. Our conclusions are therefore inferential. Given these
limitations, the data collected for our time points and basic demographic information was complete and
accurate as dates do not change and are not open to interpretation. Further, the symptom data we
collected was documented by patients in real-time at their appointment, therefore accurately re�ecting
their symptoms experienced. A strength of this study includes having these data, including dates and
real-time collection, incorporated into one dataset.

Conclusion
Various factors in�uence how patients experience their cancer care. This study indicates that patients
with lung cancer entering the radiation department experience greater diagnostic delays compared to
patients with gastrointestinal malignancies. Further, a higher proportion of patients with lung cancer
report more severe symptom scores throughout treatment as well as a worsening of symptoms from their
consultation appointment to their �rst treatment review appointment. These results will be used to direct
future research and quality improvement work in the radiation department to improve patient experience
of individuals with lung cancer.
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Figures

Figure 1

Proportion of patients and the median number of days between time points. Proportions were calculated
based on the number of patients in each tumour group and the number of days waited between each
time point. The median number of days were statistically compared between tumour groups using the
Mann Whitney U test.
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Figure 2

Proportion of patients reporting medium-high symptoms scores across appointments. Proportions were
calculated for each time point (consult, �rst review and last review) and by tumour group (Lung and GI).
Each symptom was scored on a scale from 0-10. Scores ≥4 are included in the numerator. Patients differ
between time points.


